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1

Introduction

International law has been based on theprinciple of sovereign equality
of states.' All states shall be equal membersof the international community, notwithstanding any differences, for example in economic, social
or political characteristics? Sovereign equality of states in customary
international law and in the law of the United Nationsentitles states to
be treated equally before the law in terms of procedures and formalities
of internationalrelations. Thus, equality means equality in legal status.?
Yet it does not entail equal treatment in terms of treaty relations and
policies. Indeed, sovereignty entitles states to discriminate amongtheir
peers and to prefer some over others in unilateral policies and bilateral
relations.* Equally,it has been the raison d’étre of nation states to protect
and thus to privilege their own citizens and domestic products within
their jurisdiction. In international traderelations the mercantilist tradition is closely tied to this rationale. Discrimination has inherently been
' I, Brownlie, Principles of Public International Law, 6th edn (Oxford University Press,

2003), pp. 289-92; A. Peters, ‘Die Strukturahnlichkeit der Diskriminierungsverbote im
Menschenrechtsbereich und im Welthandelsrecht’, in S. Breitenmoseret al. (eds.), Human

Rights, Democracy and the Rule ofLaw, Liber amicorum Luzius Wildhaber (Zurich: Dike
Verlag, 2007), pp. 551-93 at 578; C. Tomuschat, ‘International Law: Ensuring the Surviva!
of Mankind on the Eve of a New Century’, Recueil des Cours 281 (1999), 1-438 at 161.
See, e.g., Declaration on Principles of International Law concerning Friendly Relations
and Co-operation amongStates in accordance with the Charter of the United States, GA
Resolution 2625 (XXV), 24 United Nations Year Book (1970), 788.

Tomuschat,‘Ensuring the Survival of Mankind’, 189.
G. Schwarzenberger,‘Equality and Discrimination in International Economic Law’, The
Yearbook of World Affairs (London: Stevens & Sons, 1971), p. 163; W. F. Schwartz and
A. O. Sykes, “The Economics of the Most-Favored-Nation Clause’, in J. S. Bhandari and
A.O.Sykes (eds.), Economic Dimensionsin International Law: Comparative and Empirical
Perspectives (Cambridge University Press, 1997), pp. 43-79 atp. 62.
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part of the Westphalianstate system,consisting of varying coalitions and

balances of power. The advent of the League of Nations and the United

Nationsdid not fundamentally alter the equation. Principles of non-dis-

crimination among states have not emerged to form partof the general

body of contemporary customary internationallaw or general principles

of law.° Moreover, non-discrimination is not a self-standing humanright

and maybe invoked only in the context of morespecific violations.®
Non-discrimination,instead, emerged as a specific trait of treaty-based
international economic law, in particular in international trade regulation andthe protection of foreign direct investment.’ Todayit is the lead-

ing principle of the WTO.’ Developed under the General Agreement on

Tariffs and Trade (GATT), non-discrimination essentially consists of the

principle of most favoured nation (MEN)treatment and the principle of
national treatment (NT). Onthe basis ofreciprocal advantages, govern-

ments agreed to contractually limit their sovereign rights to discriminate and to meet the obligations of equal treatment, thus implementing

the principles of substantive equality in internationalrelations. The pro-

cess is linked to the emergence ofthe doctrine offree trade and policies
of progressive liberalisation. Early bilateral treaties, mainly relating to

navigation andtrade, developed the concept of MFN treatment, either

conditional or unconditional.’ The principle of non-discrimination

was designed specifically to prohibit protectionism and to ensure equal

> M. Oesch, ‘Commercial Treaties’, in Max Planck Encyclopedia ofPublic International Law
6
7

(Oxford University Press, 2009), para. 4.

Peters, ‘Die Strukturahnlichkeit der Diskriminierungsverbote’, pp. 554-62.
See, e.g., T. Cottier and M. Oesch, International Trade Regulation: Law and Policy in
the WTO,the European Union and Switzerland. Cases, Materials and Comments (Bern/
London: Stampfli Publishers Ltd/Cameron May, 2005), pp. 346-81; W. J. Davey and
J. Pauwelyn, ‘“MFN-Unconditionality: A Legal Analysis of the Concept in View ofits
Evolution in the GATT/W TOJurisprudence with Particular Reference to the Issue of Like
Product’, in T, Cottier and P. C, Mavroidis (eds.), Regulatory Barriers and the Principle
of Non-Discrimination in World Trade Law (The University of Michigan Press,
2000),

pp. 13-50.

WTOlawis reprinted in: The Results of the Uruguay Round of the Multilateral Trade
Negotiations: the Legal Texts (Geneva, 1995); Cottier and Oesch, International Trade
Regulation, p. 346; V. Heiskanen,‘The Regulatory Philosophyof International Trade Law’,
Journal of World Trade 38 (2004), 1-36 at 2; M. Cremona, ‘Neutrality or Discrimination?

The WTO, the EU and External Trade’, in G. de Burca and J. Scott (eds.), The
EU and

the WTO:Legal and Constitutional Issues (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2001), pp. 151-84 at

pp. 153-8.

Oesch, ‘Commercial Treaties’, paras. 11-14; Peters, ‘Die Struktur
ahnlichkeit der

Diskriminierungsverbote’, p. 558; see, for conditional and unconditional MEN,Da
vey
and Pauwelyn, ‘MFN-Unconditionality’, pp. 13-50,
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treatmentof foreign and domestic products.° It was thus agree
d that
treatment and conditions more favourable than those grant
ed, under the
MEN agreement atissue, to any third party would be equal
ly extended
to any other party to the agreement. The clause,often applie
d in bilateral

treaties of friendship, commerce and navigation in the ninet
eenth cen-

tury, thus contributed to a networkof interlinked agreements
, preceding
the formation ofa proper multilateral system after the Seco
nd World War.
Likewise, NT emergedin the liberal period of the ninet
eenth century

and found its way into bilateral agreements and, later on, into

investment

protection agreements. The principle protects foreign produ
cts or even
personsfrom suffering treatment less favourable than
that accorded to
domestic products or nationals.
Non-discrimination enshrined in the GATT, and in the
tradition of
treaties of friendship, commerce and navigation, great
ly inspired the

model of peace through economic integration within
the European

Economic Community foundedin 1957. Non-discriminat
ion becamethe
cornerstonein building the commonand, later, the inter
nal market. Today
within the European Union,it provides the foundation
of Europeancitizenship and equal treatment ofindividuals, supported
by corresponding

human rights within and outside the European Charter of
Fundamental

Rights.’' Both the WTO and the European Union are
founded uponthe
principle of non-discrimination, taming thesovereignr
ights ofstates to
select and choose their preferences within the internatio
nal community

with respect to the importation ofproducts, both ofgoods
andof services.
While these twolayers thus share common philosophies,
strongly diver-

ging levels of economic integration result in partly diver
ging modes of
implementing these principles in WTO law and EU law.
Non-discrimination in WTO law is an important ingre
dient of trade

liberalisation, but it does notentail free trade on the level
of global law.

In goods, trade restrictions remain lawful despite non-d
iscrimination.
Tariffs protect domestic industries and provide fiscal
income. They are

increasingly being reduced and bound in WTO law, but
are far from

being generally eliminated. Today non-tariff barriers,
such as technical
° Heiskanen, “The Regulatory Philosophy of Internationa
l Trade Law’, 13: G. de Burca,
‘Unpacking the Concept of Discrimination in EC and Intern
ational Trade Law’, in
C. Barnard andJ. Scott (eds.), The Law of the Single European
Market, Unpacking the
Premises (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2002), pp. 181-96
,

See for the consolidated versions of the Treaty on European

Union (TEU) and the Treaty

on the Functioning ofthe European Union (TFEU)OJ
2010/C 83/1, and for the Charter
of Fundamental Rights of the European Union OJ
2010/C 83/2.
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barriers to trade and food standards, as well as subsidisation are imposed
to pursue mercantilist goals despite commitments to non-discrimina-

tion, While trade in industrial goods today is relatively open, strong

barriers have persisted in thefield of agriculture, despite the process of

tariffication in the Uruguay Round.” Non-discrimination applies to all
these hurdles, but it does not remove them.In services, progressiveliber-

alisation is brought aboutby the gradualintroduction of NT in schedules

of commitments. This is a long-term process. Today services are far from

liberalised, and full non-discrimination of foreign services — amounting to full competition and open markets — will stay on the agenda for
decades to come.
At the level of EU law, the impact of non-discrimination is more
advanced. Equal treatment of all Member States is a matter of course,
exceptfor areas open to variable geometry. Non-discrimination in terms
of NT findsits explicit and implicit expression in manyprovisions, ran-

ging from non-discrimination based upon nationality, to European
citizenship, to the four freedomsof free movementof goods, services,

personsandcapital. It is at the heart of provisions on taxation. It essen-

tially gives rise to competitionlaw, restricting conduct and freedom of
contract of private companies operating within the European Union.

Beyondits influence on commerceand trade, ever since the inception

of the process of integration, non-discrimination has equally been at the
heart of gender equality and more recent emanations banningdifferential treatment based upon race,religion, sex and other preferences of

human beings.
This chapter discusses commonalities and differences between the

two layers of governance, both global and regional. It will be interesting to compare the operation of non-discrimination in their respective
jurisdictions, and to assess, in particular, the remaining scope ofdiscrimination that may be induced bypolicy goals other than trade regu-

lation.It is importantto add that non-discrimination doesnot stop here.
It is equally, and perhaps foremost, a principle of constitutional law in a

domestic context, and thus formally outside the realm of international

law. Non-discrimination is inherentto the principle of equality and other

guarantees of humanrights, including economicliberties. It informs the

life and operation of the law undertheconstitution. Non-discrimination

'* J. E. Stiglitz, Globalization and Its Discontents (London/New York: W. W. Norton &
Company, 2003), p. 6.
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therefore amounts to an importantstructural linkageofdifferentlaye
rs
of governance. It operates not only as a fundamental principle of
WTO
law and EUlaw,but of multilayered governance in general terms.

In section 2 we briefly describe the essence and functions of nondiscrimination, the regulatory approaches onthe different layers of governance and the main challenges that the concept faces today. We then

turn, in section 3, to a comparative discussion of WTO law and EU
law,
looking at the scopeofprotection and the different regulatory appro
aches

as well as at the grounds permitting, and those not allowing for, dis-

crimination in the treatmentof fiscal measures and non-tariff
barriers

in trade in goods andservices. In section 4 we address the operation
of

non-discrimination in levying tariffs and taxes and the pressing
problem
of productdifferentiation based upon processes and production
methods
(PPMs). Overall, we seek to comparelevels and modes of
protection and

emphasise commonalities and differences. It will be seen that EU
law is
partly morestringent, and partly offers more flexibility to MemberSta
tes

than WTOlaw does. In the concluding section 5 we address this
paradox

and draw conclusions from thesefindings.
2

The essence of non-discrimination

2.1

Equality

Non-discrimination,limiting sovereign powersto engagein polici
es privileging one state over another, emanates from the principle
of equality.

Equality, at the heart ofthe eighteenth-century Enlightenment move

ment

and of human rights, embarked ona long journey in legal order
s, moving from a purely formal conceptto a principle of substantiv
e equality.

While it was a matter oftreating equals in equal terms, and non-equals
in
unequalterms,legitimate bases for making distinctions had largely
been

left, ever since the times of Plato and Aristotle,to philosophy
, religion
and morality. Equality in law was a purely formal concept, until
specific

criteria, based upon which differentiation is disallowed, were establishe
d
in law!
'? See, for concepts of equality (and their evolution over time) e.g.,
Aristotle, Nicomachean
Ethics, translation by Christopher Rowe (Oxford University
Press, 2002); J. Rawls,
A Theory ofJustice (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1971);
A. Sen, The Idea
ofJustice (London: Allen Lane, 2009); M. Qesch, Differenzierung und
Typisierung: Zur
Dogmatik der Rechtsgleichheit in der Rechtsetzy ng (Bern: Stampf
li Verlag AG, 2008).
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In domestic law, and after revolutions abolished the rule of aristocracy in

thenineteenth century,this process started with political rights, introducing
a general vote, irrespective ofclass, provenance and property. Subsequent

developments abolished the option to legitimately distinguish on the basis
of sex, race and age. The prohibition against distinguishing on thebasis of
nationality or the origin of a product amounts to the prime foundation of

non-discrimination in internationaltrade law, both in the WTO andin the
EU. While it was further expanded to include human rights-based nondiscrimination in the EU,it remains the cornerstone of both these layers of

governance.It is characterised by the disallowanceofspecific justifications
of differentiation that otherwise, under the general principle of equality,

maybe lawfully used. In WTOlaw nogeneral principle of equality exists,
whereas in EU law equality is assessed in terms of a fundamental right, subject to restrictions based upon theprinciple of proportionality." The relationship to specific forms of non-discrimination remains to be addressed.

2.2

Equal conditions ofcompetition

The essence of non-discrimination in international economic law and

European law amountsto the creation of equal conditionsof competi-

tion among domestic and foreign products and competitors, with respec

t

to trade in goods andservices as well as, at least partly, investment and

labour. Equality of opportunity is at the heart of the concept.’3 Nondiscrimination does not guarantee results and outcomes, but rather
the
potential to operate successfully in markets on equal terms and unim-

paired by unfair restrictions imposedeither by governments orbyprivate

actors. Equality of opportunity looks at real conditions of competition

and does notstopat legal discrimination.It entails direct (de jure)
as well
as indirect (de facto) discrimination." This holds true for the WTOa
ndfor

the EU alike. In the real world constellations of indirect discrimination

are

* Case C-292/97, Karlsson [2000] ECR I-2737, para. 45.
’? See T. Cottier and P. Mavroidis (eds), Regulatory Barriers and
the Principle of NonDiscrimination in World Trade Law: Past, Present, and Future (Ann Arbor:
The University
of Michigan Press, 2000).

'® See de Burca, ‘Unpacking the Concept ofDiscrimination’, pp. 188-91
; L. Ehring, ‘De Facto
Discrimination in WTO Law: National and Most-Favored-Nation Treatm
ent - or Equal
Treatment?, Journal of World Trade 36 (2002), 921-77; F.
Ortino, ‘WTO Jurisprudence

on De Jure and De Facto Discrimination’, in F. Ortino and E.-U.
Petersmann (eds.), The
WTO Dispute Settlement System 1995-2003 (The Hague: Kluwer
Law International,
2003), pp. 217-416; with respect to EU law C. Barnard, The Substa
ntive Law ofthe EU, 3rd

edn (Oxford University Press, 2010), pp. 239-42,
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much morefrequent than direct discrimination. First, with the decrease
ofprotective measuresat borders andthe increase of non-tariffbarriers to
trade, general regulations are much more frequent than measureslimited

to imports or exports. Second,it is more convenient to hide protectionist

intent within neutral clothingso that, if nothingelse, the burden falls on
the affected party to challenge a measure in court. Much ofthe pertinent case law in WTO and EU jurisprudence deals with constellations of
indirect discrimination. The WTO panels, the Appellate Body and the
Courtof Justice of the European Union (CJ) look at the real effects of the

measures at stake.”
The mainstructural difference between WTO law and EU law doesnot
depend on non-discrimination as such, but on the effects generated by
the four freedomsestablishing the cornerstones of the internal market.
The CJ has developed, throughcaselaw, the notion that the fundamental
freedoms go beyond inherent non-discrimination and entail disciplines

on excessively restrictive regulations. Thus, even non-discriminatory

measures maynot stand thetest ofnon-discriminationperse ifthey entail
unnecessaryrestrictions, commensurate with the goal of a policy measure
at stake. The freedomstherefore incorporate an inherentprinciple ofproportionality by which restrictions are assessed.'* It will be shown below to
what extent necessity in WTO law may assume comparable functions.

2.3

Multilayered governance

From a systemic and constitutional perspective, it is importantto stress

that non-discrimination operates as an antidote to state failure. The inter-

national system,at the level ofboth the WTO andthe EU,is called upon to

intervene in constellations in which domestic processes fail to avoid direct
or indirect discrimination due to domestic specificities in the pursuit of
vested interests. Comparable to constitutional review ofstate legislation

in a federal system by its supreme court, both WTO dispute settlement
(by panels and the Appellate Body) and the CJ assume constitutional
functions, broadly speaking. From this angle, non-discrimination is an
importantprinciple of multilayered governance.'* While it differs across

See, fora typical WTO case on de facto discrimination, EC - Regimefor the Importation,
Sale and Distribution of Bananas, Appellate Body Report, adopted on 25 September
1997, WT/DS27/AB/R:for typical EU cases, see Case 152/73, Sotgiu [1974] ECR 153; Case

C-237/94, O'Flynn [1996] ECR I-2617.
8 Case C-55/94, Gebhard [1995] ECR I-4165.

'? For the concept of multilayered governance, see Cottier and Oesch, International Trade
Regulation, pp. 532-42; T. Cottier, ‘Towards a Five Storey House’, in C. Joerges and
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the various layers of governance in form and scope, the core function of

securing equal opportunity is paramountand can be found on each ofthe

layers alike. The relationship of WTO law to EU law and a comparison

of the operation of non-discrimination on these two layers are of par-

ticular interest in this context. Non-discrimination is a core element of
what we have elsewhere termed a five-storey house, entailing local, provincial (cantonal), federal, regional and globallevels of governance.” It
amounts to a common elementofall layers alike. Thus, WTO law operates as a check on EUlaw,just as EU law operatesas a check on the domestic law of Member States. We seek to explore to what extent the regional
and globallevel share commonalities, and to what extent functions are
differentiated.

2.4

Main challenges and issues

Non-discrimination in jurisprudence and doctrine faces a number of

challenges. Partly, they are shared by the different layers of governance.

Partly, they concerna single layer only. WTO law operates based on
a

fundamental difference between trade in goods andtrade in services.

The GATT and the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS
)

operate with different functions of non-discrimination. While the principle of NT applies horizontally and across the boardfor goods under
Article III GATT, it only applies to scheduled services of Members
under Articles XVII and XVII GATS. Such a differenceis a reflection

of the fact that market access in goodsis essentially defined bytariffs - a

concept for regulating the amount of imports that is not available for
services. Market access in services is defined in terms of granting non-

discriminatory treatment. Both agreements operate undera philosophy
E.-U. Petersmann (eds,), Constitutionalism, Multilevel Trade
Governance and Social

Regulation, 2nd edn (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2011), pp. 495-532, both with
references
to the growing bodyofliterature; for the relationship between WTOlawand
EUlaw in
particular, see N. Walker, ‘The EU and the WTO: Constitutionalism in
a New Key’, in
G. de Burca and J. Scott (eds.), The EU and the WTO: Legal and
Constitutional Issues

(Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2001), pp. 31-58; P. Holmes, ‘The WTO
and the EU: Some
Constitutional Comparisons’, in G. de Burca and J. Scott (eds.), The
EU and the WTO:

Legal and Constitutional Issues (Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2001), pp.
59~80; A. von
Bogdandyand T. Makatsch,‘Collision, Co-existence or Co-operation? Prospec
ts for the
Relationship between WTO Lawand European Union Law’, in G. de Burca
and J. Scott
(eds.), The EU and the WTO: Legal and Constitutional Issues
(Oxford: Hart Publishing,

2001), pp. 131-50; Cremona,‘Neutrality or Discrimination?’, pp. 178-84,
*® Cottier, ‘Towardsa Five Storey House’.
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of progressive regulation,yet use different and divergingtools. They also
protect different subjects. While non-discrimination relates to goods
only under the GATT, thus not including economic operators producing or trading goods, it covers both services and service providers

under the GATS. Article 3 of the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects

of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS Agreement) formally addresses
non-discrimination of right holders and thus of persons only. These

functional differences tend to result in diverging interpretative outcomes
of key concepts, such as the notion of like products, which determine
the scope ofthe obligation to grant equal treatment.”! The prohibition of
indirect discrimination has reduced, at least to some extent, conceptual
differences in practical terms.” Yet, basic distinctions between goods and

services raise long-term problemsas goods andservices are increasingly
intertwined in a modern economy.A chain of production and marketing
is increasinglydifficult to split into two separate categories responding
to different regimes.

Both WTO law and EU law share the problem of appropriately defining
policy space in the pursuit of policy goals other than trade liberalisation,
which may require the operation of unequal treatment and discrimination.

The scopeis largely defined bythe analysis oflike products and the oper-

ation of exceptionsto the rule. Unsurprisingly, recourse to exceptionsvar-

ies in WTO law and EUlaw.It will be seen that, on the one hand, WTO law

applies general exceptions to NT,including taxation. EU law appliesstrict
rules to tariffs and tax discrimination and doesnot allow exemptions other

than for non-tariff barriers and regulation. On the other hand, EU law
allows taking recourse to public interests, which are not explicitly provided
for in the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU), in
orderto justify importrestrictions - a concept whichis alien to WTOlaw.
Finally, non-discrimination raises the question whether product differentiation and discrimination needsto be based upon particular qualities

of a product, or whether it may also be based oncriteria relating to how
a particular product is produced in terms of processes and production

methods. This issue is pivotal for elements of the ‘trade and’ debate, such
as trade and human rightsor trade andthe protection ofthe environment.
1 For the conceptoflikeness in WTOlaw,see below note 35.
*2 See EC - Protection ofTrademarks and Geographical Indicationsfor Agricultural Products
and Foodstuffs, Panel Report, adopted on 20 April 2005 (WT/DS174/R and WT/DS290/R);
W. Zdouc and M. Oesch,“The Jurisprudence of WTO Dispute Resolution (2004/2005),
Schweizerische Zeitschriftfiir Internationales und Europdisches Recht, 15 (2005), 641-58
at 649-52.
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It will play a key role in addressing climate change. It will be intere
st-

ing to examine to whatextent discrimination based upon PPMs becomes
admissible in the pursuit of policy goals both at the global level of the
WTOandat the regionallevel of EU law.
The proper scope of policy space entails fundamental questionsas
to
the role ofjudicial review oflegislative action.It is at the heart of check
s

and balances,albeit hardly ever discussed in such terms. Judicial
review
of the key issues oflikeness, exceptions, necessity and proportion
ality and

product standards, as well as PPMs, equally entails the problem ofallo
cating powers among different bodies of government, not only horiz
on-

tally but also vertically among different layers of governance.
These are

not technical issues but problems lying at the heart of the inter
national

and regional trading system.

3

‘The legal framework of non-discrimination

3.1

Scope ofprotection

Non-discrimination in international economic law and Euro
pean law
aimsat protecting foreign products and personsfrom suffering
disadvantages in foreign markets. Commensurate with the compensa
tory functions of international law, protection is not extended per
seto all goods
and personsalike in a manner otherwise inherent to const
itutional law.
The subject-matter of non-discrimination is therefore limit
ed, andstates
essentially have the sovereign rightto treat their own produ
cts and nation-

als in a less favourable manner than that with which they treat
impor

ted

products andaliens (reverse discrimination, discrimina
tion a rebours).?

Such constellations are rare for obvious reasons of politi
cal economy.

Domestic constituencies will see to it that they do notsuffer disad

vantages

passively tolerated or even actively imposed by domestic
law. But such

constellations exist. Theyfall outside the scope of non-discri
mination as
guaranteed by WTO law and EU law and maybe challeng
ed on the basis

of domestic constitutional law.

* For discrimination & rebours in EU law, see Barna
rd, The Substantive Law of the EU,
pp.

88-9; A, Epiney, Umgekehrte Diskriminierungen: Zuldss
igkeit und Grenzen der
discrimination a rebours nach europdischem Gemeinscha
ftsrecht und nationalem
Verfassungsrecht (Cologne: Carl HeymannsVerla
g KG, 1995); for discr

imination é
rebours in domestic law, see M. Oesch, ‘Inlinderdiskri
minierung’, Zeitschrift des
Bernis
chenJuristenvereins, 145 (2009), 787-820.
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However, it is important to note that boundaries are increasingly

blurred in EU law. First, domestic measures applicable to own nation-

als may impair the exercise of market access rights abroad andtherefore,
because theyaffect rights abroad, are protected by EU law.** Comparable

constellations may occur in WTOlaw. Second,the principle of equality
in EU law fully applies to the domestic operation of EU law irrespective

of nationality of those affected by governmental measures.” Originally

recognised by the C] as a general principle of law, equality before the law
is now enshrined in Article 20 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights.
Third, the prohibition against gender-based discrimination has applied
ever since it was enshrined in the Treaty of Rome, irrespective of a transnational context, now stipulated in Article 157(1) TFEU.*® Today human
rights based upon non-discrimination equally apply irrespective of origin

and nationality.”” Overall, non-discrimination in EU law hasincreasingly
movedto constitutional modes of operation, expandingits scope in com-

parison to WTO law.‘The latter, so far, remains limited to the protection
of foreign products and persons. It does not per se protect domestic prod-

ucts and producers in a domestic context, unless market access rights are
affected. For example, tax privileges accorded to domestic companies,
which affect equal opportunities on third markets, are subject to disciplines of non-discrimination.*®
Asacorollary to the scope of protection, manyjurisdictions exclude the

invocation of treaties in defence of domestic right holders.”’ To the extent,

however, that WTO law engages in harmonisationof rules, for example in
the field of intellectual property rights,it is difficult to see why standards
in international law should notalso benefit nationals in a domestic context.*° To the extent that the WTO increasingly assumes constitutional
functions, standing in court should be extended and shapedaccordingly.
nN

4
>
*6
*”
28

29

Joined cases C-321/94 to C-324/91, Pistre [1997] ECR I-2343.
Case C-292/97, Karlsson [2000] ECR 1-2737.
Case 43/75, Defrenne [1976] ECR 455.
Case C-450/93, Kalanke [1995] ECR I-3051; Case C-409/95, Marschall [1997] ECR
1-6363.

US ~ Tax Treatment for ‘Foreign Sales Corporations’, Appellate Body Report, adopted on
20 March 2000 (WT/DS108/AB/R).
For the issue of direct effect of WTO law,see e.g. J. H. Jackson, ‘Status of Treaties in

Domestic Legal Systems: A Policy Analysis’, in J. H. Jackson, The Jurisprudence of
GATT & the WTO (Cambridge University Press, 2000), pp. 328-66; M. Bronckers, ‘The

Relationship of the EC Courts with other International Tribunals: Non-Committal,
Respectful or Submissive?’, Common Market Law Review, 44 (2007), 601-27; Cottier and
30

Oesch, International Trade Regulation, pp. 197-232.
Cottier and Oesch, International Trade Regulation, p. 218.
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3.2

Regulatory approaches to non-discrimination

The creation oflevel playing fields for foreign and domestic productsis
open toa number ofdifferent regulatory approaches squaring sovereign
regulatory powers with goals of non-discrimination. Discrimination
essentially is addressed and removed mainly by employing positive
integration. It would seem useful to recall these approaches here.
They can be characterised as follows, ranging from centralisation to

co-operation.

(i) Non-discrimination, of course, would best be secured by transfer-

ring regulatory powers to the international lawmaker, resulting in

commonand uniform rules administrated by the same authorityfor

stakeholders and membersalike. In the WTOthisis partly the case
for the application of rules byits adjudicatory body, that is by panels

and the Appellate Body. Other than that, the WTO, not being supra-

national in nature, does not have inherent rule-making powers in
implementing the law. In the EU transfer of powers is inherent to
the adjudication of primary law by the CJ, and the power to enact

legislation (regulations pursuant to Article 288(2) TFEU) in areas
of exclusive competence, including the common commercial policy
(Articles 206 and 207 TFEU) and competition policy (Articles 101

and 102 TFEU),

(ii) Non-discrimination can also be secured by means of harmonisation
of law. Common rules are established, but implemented by mem-

bers, subject to dispute settlement. In the WTOthis is reflected
in

the autonomous application and interpretation of WTOlaw bythe

Members. In the EU harmonisation creates common rules mainly
by
means ofdirectives (Article 288(3) TFEU), defining goals but leaving implementation to MemberStates. Most secondarylaw seeks
to

prevent and remedy non-discrimination onthatbasis. Direct

ives are

mainly enacted in order to overcome discrimination otherwise
well
rooted in domestic law and protected under exceptions. Suchrestric
-

tions are the main driver of harmonisation,as equal conditions of
competition and the pursuit of policy goals other than trade liberal-

isation presuppose commonand sharedrules,
(iii) The third means of securing non-discrimination is the
principle of
equivalence of domestic law. Members recognise that products
law-

fully placed on the market in accordance with regulations of the
exporting country can be lawfully marketed even though the rules
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of the importing country may differ. The principle of equivalenc
e
wasestablished in EU lawby the CJin its ruling on Cassis-de-Djion
.!
Equivalence does not apply in WTO law except where speci
fically
provided for on a non-mandatorybasis in Article 2.7 Agre
ement
on Technical Barriers to Trade (TBT Agreement)
and ~ in more

compelling, but not automatic terms - in Article 4 Agreemen
t on
the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures
(SPS
Agreement). Equivalence entails a high level of mutualtrust
among
different legal orders and constituencies. Itis thus an approache
ssentially limited to regionalintegration or domestic law securingi
nterstate commerce.*?
(iv) Non-discrimination may be secured by the principle
of reciprocity.
According to this principle, equal treatment is granted,
provided
that the same level of market access is specifically conc
eded vice
versa. Reciprocity is inherently a matter of bilateral or
plurilateral
relations.* Thepolicy, often applied in former times, is incon
sistent
with the principle of unconditional MEN treatment asi
t excludes
equal treatment ofthird parties. While inconsistent with
WTO law,
it has occasionally been used in EU law,for examplein the
process of
liberalising electricity markets.
(v) Finally, non-discrimination may be curbed bypolicie
s of cooperation and concertation on a voluntary basis. This appr
oach reflects
the least intrusive, but equally the least effective, mean
s to avoid
direct or indirect discrimination. In the EU it applies
in areas of
cooperationnot subjectto integration, properly speaking.
It haslittle
importance within the bounds ofthe internal market.
Cooperation
to this effect does not exist in the WTO except for techn
ical cooperation, which may induceunilateral dismantlementof discr
iminatory
trade barriers.

*t EJC C-120/78, Rewe-Zentral AG v. Bundesmonopo
lverwaltung fiir Branntwein [1979]
ECR 649,
* See, e.g., Article 2 of the Swiss Internal Market Act
of 1995 (SR 943.02), codifying the
Cassis-de-Dijon principle for goods and services for
intercantonal market access purposes. Moreover, Switzerland, anon-Memberofthe EU,un
ilaterally adopted the principle
of equivalenceoftechnical standardsvis-a-vis the EU andit
s MemberStates: see Article
16a of the
Swiss Technical Barriers to Trade Act (SR 946.51);
T. Cottier and M. Oesch,
‘Switzerland’, in G. Anderson {ed.), Internal Marke
ts and Multilevel Governance; The

Experience ofthe European Union, Australia, Can ada, Switz
erland and the United States
(Oxford University Press, 2012).

* For the principle of reciprocity in negotiating
commercial treaties, see Oesch,
‘CommercialTreaties’, para. 8,
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While the goals of guaranteeing non-discrimination andlevel playi
ng

fields are pursued across and throughall these models, the core
issues are
with the primaryrules on non-discrimination in international
law. They
mainly apply in the absence ofone ofthe regulatory approaches
orin constellations of equivalence, when affected countries insist on the
applica-

tion oftheir domestic law. In such constellations domestic law is meas

ured

against treaty law, be it WTO law or EUlaw. This chapter thus
focuses

on Articles II] and XX GATT, on Articles XVII and XIV
GATS and on

related provisions in EU law,in particular Articles 18, 30, 34, 36, 56,
62/52
and 110 TFEU. Asa starting point, we analyse the reasonsfor
prohibiting

and thosefor allowing regulatory differentiation between domes
tic and

foreign products and competitors. In section 4 we specifically
look at the
operation of non-discriminationin tariffs and taxes, befor
e turning to

non-tariff barriers, both in goods and services. We particularly
focus on

the problem of PPMs. It will be seen that the constitutional
framework of
the EU, including human rights-based provisions on non-d
iscrimination

in the TFEU and in the Charter of Fundamental Rights,has consi

derable

influencein addressing non-discrimination, offering an inter
esting comparison to the globally applicable WTO rules.

3.3

Non-permittedjustificationsfor discrimination

Beyondthe principle of equality, international and Euro
pean trade regulations prohibit a number of justifications for discriminati
on per se. The

comparison oflike and unlikeis no longerleft to philosophy,reli
gion and
morals, butis strongly guided by law. Both WTOlaw and
EU law specif-

ically prohibit discrimination based upon the origin or
nationality of a
product or person. The principle of MEN treatment purs
uantto Article
I(1) GATT requires treatment noless favourable to prod
ucts ‘originating in or destined for any other country”. Article III(4)
GATT requires
treatmentnoless favourable for ‘the products of the terri
tory of any contracting party imported into the territory of any other
contracting party’.

GATS is based upon the same principles (albeit NT is subje
ct to sched-

uling) and extends protection to natural and juridical
persons andright
holders domiciled in other Members, much as the
TRIPS Agreement
does. Non-discrimination in WTO lawis thus essen
tially based upon

the origin of a product or competitor, and discrimination
on the basis

of origin, subject to exceptions,is unlawful. The same
holds true in the
field of governmentprocurement. While Article III GAT
T allows for the
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exclusion of procurement, the plurilateral Agreement on Government
Procurement (GPA) essentially requires procurement of goods andse
r-

vices irrespective of the origin and nationality of the bidders and suppli-

ers. Strong resistance of developing countries to joining the agreement

indicates the extent to which discriminatory procurementand ‘buylocal’
practicesstill prevail. In this field, non-discrimination and market acces
s

are far from beingrealised due to corruption, strongly diverging
competiveness and the desire to build up infant industries in these countries.#4

Equality before the law and non-discrimination inherently entail com-

parable products, both goods andservices. Non-discrimination, linke
d

to the idea oflevel playingfields and competition, applies to like or competing products. While like products are inherently competing, non-li
ke
products do so only to the extent that they are mutually substitutabl
e.
Discrimination among products belonging to these two groups
is thus

ruled out, albeit based on somewhatdifferent legal tests. The specif
ic
analysis of likeness and competition of productsis at the heart of
nondiscrimination in WTO law.?> It essentially defines the scope of
nondiscrimination. It also indicates key groundsdisallowingdifferentia
tion

and unequal treatment.
EUlaw operates on the samefoundations,but significantly expan
ds the
range of modes of discrimination that are not allowed. The
fundamen-

tal provision, Article 18 TFEU, prohibits all distinctions
on the basis of

nationality of persons. Moreover, discrimination on the basis of
origin
and nationality is inherently barred by the four freedoms, Products
from,
and destined for, other MemberStates of the EU areentitled to treat
ment

no less favourable. The principle applies to goods, services and
persons

alike. EU law, however, has evolved beyond theclassical notion
of non-

discrimination in international economic relations. Equality
of men and

women has been a long-standing requirement of EU law,first
limited

to equal pay and then expanded to cover equality of opportunit
y in the
domestic workplace, irrespective of any transnational business.
Articles

8, 10 and 19 TFEU today provide thebasis for combating discrimina
tion
“!S. Brown-Shafii, Promoting Good Governance, Developmen
t and Accountability:
Implementation and the WTO (Basingstoke: Palgrave Macmillan,
2011).
* For the concept of likeness in WTO law, see W.-M. Choi, Like
Products in International
Trade Law: Towards a Consistent GATT/WTO Jurisprudence (Oxfor
d University Press,
2003); Cottier and Mavroidis (eds.), Regulatory Barriers and
the Principle of NonDiscrimination in World Trade Law; Cottier and Oesch, Intern
ational Trade Regulation,
pp. 389-411; N, Diebold, Non-Discrimination in Internationa
l Trade in Services: Likeness’

in WTO/GATS(Cambridge University Press, 2010).
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based upongender,sexualpreference,race, ethnic origin,religion and political beliefs. The Charter of Fundamental Rights goes beyond equality
before the law in Article 20, to embody a prohibition against discriminating on these groundsin termsof individual rights in Article 21. These
provisionsarelikely to inform theinterpretation oftraditional stipulations
of non-discrimination. The introduction of European citizenship in 1992
exerted considerable influence on theinterpretation of free movement of

persons andrights attached,in particular on non-discrimination in the

field of social policy*’ and immigration.” The impending adherenceto the

European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR)will further strengthen

the impact of fundamental rights on the interpretation andapplication of

non-discrimination provisions in EU law. It should be recalled, however,

that the Charter of HumanRights onlyapplies to acts of the Union.It does
not extend to the domestic law of MemberStates. Moreover, the EU Treaty
is not formally a constitution. It is a treaty with limited and selected tasks,
broad as they may be. Humanrights guaranteed by EU law only apply to
the extent that the Treaty applies to a particularset offacts.
‘the incorporation of humanrights into EU law sharpensthe canon of

justifications based upon whichdiscrimination cannottake place. Human

rights define, or offer guidance, on defininglike and non-like constellations by law. They no longerleavethis issue, as undera general principle of
equality, to the eye of the beholder andto philosophy. In WTOlawthese

linkages have not yet been established. The relationship betweentrade
and humanrights has been extensively dealt with in academiccircles,
while no formal linkages so far exist in the agreements and in dispute
settlement reports.** In 2008 the International Law Association (ILA)

called for a principle of interpretation of WTO law in accordance with

8 Case C-184/99, Grelczyk [2001] ECR 1-6193,
* Case C-127/08, Metock [2008] ECR I-6241.
*8 See T. Cottier, J. Pauwelynand E, Biirgi Bonanomi(eds.), Human Rights and International

Trade (Oxford University Press, 2005); A. Lang, ‘Re-Thinking Trade and Human Rights’,
Tulane Journal of International and Comparative Law, 15 (2007), 335-414; G. Marceau,

‘WTODispute Settlement and HumanRights’, Eu ropean JournalofInternational Law,13

(2002), 753-814; E.-U. Petersmann, ‘Human Rights andInternational Economic Law in
the 21st Century: The Need to Clarify Their Interrelationships’, Journal ofInternational
Economic Law, 4 (2001), 3-39; E.-U. Petersmann, ‘Trade and Human Rights 1’, in
P. F. J. Macrory, A. E. Appleton and M. G. Plummer(eds.), The World Trade Organization:

Legal, Economic and Political Analysis, vol. I] (New York: Springer, 2005), pp. 623-62;
T. Cottier, “Handel und Menschenrechte: Humanisierung des WTO-Rechts?’, in

T. Giegerich and A. Proelss (eds.), Internationales Wirtschafts- und Finanzrecht in der
Krise (Berlin: Duncker & Humblot, 2011), pp. 203-27, with further references.
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humanrights standards.®It is a matter of time until human rights will

contribute to inform, as in EU law,the basis upon which like and non-like

products are to be defined, and thuswill relevantly and explicitly shape
the operation of non-discriminatory treatment.
3.4

Permittedjustificationsfor discrimination

Tradeliberalisation and economic integration may compete with other
equally legitimate policy goals. WTO law and EU law therefore offer a

number of exceptions based upon which discrimination may be lawful.”

Article XXIV GATToffers exemptions to MENtreatmentoflike products (free trade areas and customs unions), complemented by the enabling
clause permitting specific exemptions to the benefit of developing coun-

tries, and by individual waiver decisions. Comparable to Article XXIV
GATT, Article V GATS permits Members, undercertain requirements,

to join regional agreements liberalising trade in services, thus justify-

ing deviations from MFNtreatment. Article XX GATT amounts to the
main catalogue of exemptionsprimarily applicable, but notrestricted to

discriminatory treatment. Under the GATS, Members basically remain
free to discriminate against foreign services and service providers, subject to scheduling, Even within scheduled sectors, Members may employ
differential treatment and discriminatory restrictions for different
modes of supply. For services that are not scheduled, a general exemption results under Article XIV GATSthat is comparable to Article XX

GATT.Articles 3 and 4 TRIPS Agreementonly allow for a limited range

of exemptions to MENtreatment and NT, mainly induced by policies of
* ILA Resolution 5/2008 on Human Rights andInternational Trade Law.
*° For commentaries on the relevantprovisions, see e.g. R. Wolfrum, N. Wenzel, P.-T.Stoll
,
L. Strack, N. Matz-Liick, S. Reyes-Knoche and K. Arend (commenting on the various

lit. of Article XX), ‘Article XX GATT’,in R. Wolfrum, P.-T, Stoll and H. P. Hestermeyer

(eds.), WTO — Trade in Goods (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2011), pp. 455-568
;
A, Tevini, ‘Article XXIV GATT’, in R. Wolfrum,P.-T. Stoll and H. P. Hestermeyer(eds.
),
WTO - Trade in Goods (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2011), pp. 616-61;
T. Cottier

and M. Molinuevo,‘Article V GATS’, in R. Wolfrum,P.-T. Stoll and C. Feindugle
(eds.),

WTO ~ Trade in Services (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers, 2008), pp. 125-51;
T. Cottier, P, Delimatsis and N. Diebold, ‘Article XIV GATS’, in R. Wolfrum, P--T.Stoll

and C. Feinaugle (eds.), WTO - Trade in Services (Leiden: Martinus Nijhoff Publishers,

2008), pp. 287-328; T. Cottier, ‘The Agreementon Trade-Related Aspectsof Intellectual

Property Rights’, in P. F. J. Macrory, A. E. Appleton and M. G. Plummer (eds.), The World

Trade Organization: Legal, Economic and Political Analysis, vol. I (New York: Springer,

2005), pp. 1041-122 at pp. 1067-9.
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reciprocity contained in other international agreements, in particular the

Paris Convention, the Berne Convention and the Rome Convention. The
TRIPS Agreementdoes not contain a provision on general exceptions.
Lawfuljustifications for discrimination arelisted in ArticleXX GATT

and Article XIV GATS. They mainly involve the public goods of public morals, human, animal andplant health andlife, natural resources,
prison labour and compliance with domestic law not inconsistent with

GATT/GATSrules. In services, exemptions were extendedto include

consumer protection, privacy and taxation. The invocation of these

justifications is generally subject to a necessity test, while less stringent
requirements apply in otherfields, in particular environmental protection under Article XX(g) GATT. The necessity test implies a demon-

stration that the measure is suitable and feasible, and thatless intrusive
alternatives are not reasonablyavailable. Panels and the Appellate Body
embark ona process ofbalancing and weighinginterests at stake.t! WTO
law does not employ the term of proportionality principle ortest, but in
practical terms the analysis is close to the test under the heading ofpro-

portionality employed by the CJ in assessing exceptions under Article 36
TFEU. Restrictions imposed to justify discriminatory treatmentlargely
correspond to WTOlaw andpractice. Thisis equally true for the second
requirement, as provided for by the chapeau of Article XX GATT, banning arbitrary discrimination and disguisedrestrictions of trade. In both

jurisdictions this provision was construed to entail the prohibition of

abuse of right (abus de droit) and of rent-seeking protectionism to the

benefit of the domestic industry.” In addition, GATT law requires
equal

treatment of Membersin termsofinternational consultations and negotiationsprior to the imposition ofa restrictive measure.
In addition to explicitly enshrined justifications, EU law has developed
implied justifications in thefield of goods. In its judgment on Cassis-deDijon, the CJ recognised thejustification of compelling public interests

*! See United States ~ Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambli
ng and Betting
Services, Appellate Body Report, adopted 20 April 2005 (WT/DS285/AB
/R); Brazil ~
Measures Affecting Imports of Retreaded Tyres, Appellate Body Report,
adopted on 17
42

43

December 2007 (WT/DS332/AB/R).

Case 34/79, Henn & Darby [1979] ECR 3795; United States - Standardsfor Reform
ulated
and Conventional Gasoline, Appellate Body Report, adopted on 20 May 1996
(WT/DS2/
AB/R).
United States - Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Product
s, Appellate
Body Report, adopted on 6 November 1998 (WT/DS58/AB/R); M. Oesch,‘US
- Shrimp
Case’, in Max Planck Encyclopedia ofPublic International Law (Oxford Univers
ity Press,
2009), para, 9.
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other than those listed in Article 36 TFEU,in particular consumerpro-

tection.** Unless such a compelling interest exists, a Memberis bound to

accept goods lawfully placed on the market in another MemberState in
accordance with the (different) regulations of that Member State. Implied

justifications, however, can only be invoked as general measures equally

applicable de jure to domestic and imported products. They are notavailable to justify importrestrictions that do not apply to domestic products.

Indirect discrimination maytherefore bejustified to defend such compelling interests of MemberStates.
WTOlaw does not recognise implied justifications in the same way.

The parallel debate is located in defining like products.*It is interesting to ask whether WTOlaw will one day equally depend upon implied

justifications. ‘The problem surfaced in the China - Trading Rights case
concerning the issue of whether the general exemptions of Article XX
GATTalso apply to the Chinese Protocol of Accession and the concept of trading rights.** The Appellate Body affirmed this. However,
it remains to be seen whether, with this finding, the Appellate Body

has opened the doorfor general applicability of Article XX GATT to
a violation of non-GATT obligations (related to goods).*” Another
approach would consist in exploring implied restrictions that eventually could also apply to other agreements devoid of an explicit catalogue of exceptions applicable in the pursuit of legitimate policy goals,
such as the Agreement on Implementation of Article VI of the GATT
(Anti-Dumping Agreement), the Agreement on Safeguards and the

TBT Agreement. The sameissue arises in the context of investment
protection agreements. Most of them operate understrict rules of NT,

but do not provide for appropriate exceptions that may be required to
protect legitimate domestic policy goals.*®

* EJC C-120/78, Rewe-Zentral AG v. Bundesmonopolverwaltung fiir Branntwein [1979]
ECR 649; for a list of such compelling public interests, see Barnard, The Substantive Law
ofthe EU, pp. 166-71.
45

46

For the conceptof likeness in WTOlaw,see the references cited above in note 35.
China ~ Measures Affecting Trading Rights and Distribution Services for Certain
Publications and Audiovisual Entertainment Products, Appellate Body Report, adopted
on 19 January 2010 (WT/DS363/AB/R).

*” See M. Oesch,‘The Jurisprudence of WTO Dispute Resolution (2010)’, Schweizerische
Zeitschriftftir Internationales und Europdisches Recht, 21 (2010), 575-95 at 576-84.
See J. Kurtz, “The Merits and Limits of Comparativism: National Treatment in

International Investment Law and the WTO’, in S. W. Schill (ed.), International
Investment Law and Comparative Law (Oxford University Press, 2010), pp. 243-78.

s
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4

The operation of non-discrimination
4.1

Tariffs and taxes

Tariffs and taxes are the classicalfield addressing non-discrimination in
international economiclaw. Import andexporttariffs are inherently discriminatoryas they privilege domestically produced and sold goods. The
reduction of industrialtariffs among developed countries from an average of 40 per centin 1947 to 4 per centafter the Uruguay Round in 1995

has been a major achievementin this respect.” Reductionof tariffs on the
basis of MEN treatmenthas offered level playing fields, albeit distorted

by an increasing number ofpreferential agreements of which the TEU/

FEU,of course, remains the prime and most importantone, followed by
the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). In the WTOtariffs

still remain relatively high in agriculture, thus expressingrelatively high
levels of discrimination and domestic protection.” These levels of protection, combinedwith extensive and perse discriminatory subsidisation of
domestic farmers in the United States, Europe and Japan, reflect a strong
tradition of nationalist policies which runs counter to cosmopolitan goals
of enhancing market access for developing countries strongly dependent
upon the export of commodities.°!
Tariffs have not existed in the EU since 1966 when the programme of

abolishing them was completed by the MemberStates. However, meas-

ures having equivalent effect may continue to operate in tax law and
fee structures. Whetheror notthis is the case essentially depend
s upon

whetheror notthe tax is discriminatory, and whetherthe fee exceeds the

equivalent of the service rendered to importers or exporters. The proble

m

of implied tariffs essentially arises in fiscal taxation of products for which
no domestic production exists.*? Such taxes carry the risk of turning
into
measures having the equivalenteffect to tariffs. These risks are avoide
d
if such taxation forms part of a large and general scheme oftaxation,
which is not targeted to specific imported products.® Measures having
* Cottier and Oesch, International Trade Regulation, p. 74.
*” M. G. Desta, The Law of International Trade in Agricultural Produc
ts (The Hague:
Kluwer LawInternational, 2002); Cottier and Oesch, International Trade
Regulation,
uy

1

pp. 712-31.

T. Cottier, ‘Cosmopolitan Valuesin International Economic Law: Myths
and Reatities’,

in B, Sitter-Liver (ed.}, Universality: From Theory to Practic
e (Fribourg: Academic Press

a

wa

Fribourg, 2009), pp. 33-54 at pp. 42-4.
* See Case C-383/01, De Danske Bilimportérer [2003] ECR I-6065,
* Case 193/85, Cooperativa Co-Frutta [1987] ECR 2085,
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equivalenteffect also exist if revenues oftaxes indiscriminately imposed
on imports and domestic products are eventually used to support domestic production.*4
Article III(2) GATT - the locus classicus of non-discrimination —

addresses two constellations. Thefirst appliesto like products.** National
treatmentin such constellations has consistently been givena strict interpretation. Membersare not allowed to apply to imported products internal
taxes or charges in excess of those applied, directly or indirectly, to like
domestic products. The second constellation relates to substitutable, but
unlike, products. Contraryto thefirst sentence ofArticle ITI(2), the second
sentence explicitly refers to Paragraph 1 and thusto the obligation not to
apply internal taxes and other charges to imported or domestic products
so as to afford protection to domestic production. Such referencerelates
to the overall objective of the provision and allows for greater flexibility in
assessing the discriminatory effects of tax regimes. To the extent that differential taxation does not amount to protection of domestic industries,
it thus allows for diverging tax regimes for domestic and imported prod-

ucts. In essence, the regimeis subject to the so-called ‘aims andeffect’ test,

otherwise formally refuted by the WTO Appellate Body with respect to
like products and non-tariff measures.° Special rules exist for border tax

adjustment and fees.’ They are not subject to tariff bindings, along with

duties offsetting dumping and unlawful subsidies (Art. II(2) GATT).58

Article VIII GATT addresses fees. These need to be equivalent to the service provided in return and shall not represent indirect protection for
*4 Joined cases C-78/90 to C-83/90, Compagnie Commerciale de l'Ouest [1992]
ECR I-1847;

Case C-17/91, Lornoy [1992] ECR 1-6523: Case C-375/95, Commission v. Hellenic
Republic

55

[1997] ECR I-5981,

For the conceptof likeness in WTO law,see the references cited abovein note 35.

*® The ‘aims and effect’ test wasfirst applied in the GATT 1947 Panel Report on
US Measures Affecting Alcoholic and Malt Beverages, adopted on 19 June 1992 (DS23/R
),
and further developed in the GATT 1947 Panel Report on US - Taxes on Automob
iles,
not adopted (DS31/R). In Japan - Taxes on Alcoholic Beverages, Appellate Body
Report,
adopted on 1 November 1996 (WT/DS8/AB/R, WT/DS10/AB/R, WT/DS1
1/AB/R), the

57

58

Appellate Body explicitly rejected the ‘aims and effect’ test.
See Reportof the Working Party, Border Tax Adjustments, adopted on 2 Decemb
er 1970
(BISD 188/97, 1972),for criteria to define permissible internal tax adjustments applicab
le
to like products crossing national borders.
For the interpretation and application ofthe term ‘a charge equivalent to an internal
tax’
pursuantto Article II(2) GATT, see India - Additional and Extra-Additional Duties
on
Imports from the United States, Appellate Body Report, adopted on 17 Novemb
er 2008
(WT/DS360/AB/R); M. Oesch, “The Jurisprudence of WTO Dispute Resolut

ion (2008Y,18

Schweizerische Zeitschrift fiir Internationales und Europdisches Recht (2008), 387-97 at
388-93.
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domestic products or a taxation of imports or exportsfor fiscal purposes:
put differently, inherent discrimination due to importation and export-

ation is subject to objective criteria and containment.
Article 110 TFEU on non-discriminatory taxation of productsis structured similarly to Article III(2) GATT. Paragraph 1 relatesto like products
and prohibits the imposition, directly or indirectly, of taxes higher than
those levied upon like domestic products. Paragraph 2 addresses taxation
of substitutable and thus competing products, It does notallow for taxation thatis suitable to protect domestic production.Yet relying upon the

aim andeffect of taxation implies the possibility of adopting a different
tax system for imports as long the system adopted does not amountto
protecting domestic products.

WTO law and EU law do notinterfere with the scope and level of

domestic taxation provided that taxes are non-discriminatory.© Levels
of taxation remain a matter for Members to decide. Whilethereis partial

harmonisation in EU law (and, perhaps, increasing harmonisation will
occurin the context ofthe Monetary Union), WTO lawis completely neu-

tral on tax levels andrates. It leaves tax competition to Members within
the bounds of non-discrimination. Moreover, in WTO law a rigid ana-

lysis of likeness underArticle III(2) GATT doesnot exclude subsequent

application of the exceptions under Article XX GATT,in particular
Article XX(d) GATT, which allows for exceptions in the pursuit of goals
not incompatible with the GATT. The issue of lawful discrimination,

therefore, is simply analysed in a second step, subject to the conditions
of Article XX GATT, The same arguably applies to Article II GATT with
respect to tariffs; at least the text of Article XX GATT does not exclude

its application to Article II GATT (andtariff negotiations). Recourse to

Article XX GATTfortaxes, and possibly tariffs, starkly contrasts with EU

law. The exemption of Article 36 TFEU does not apply to Article 30 TFEU
or Article 110 TFEU ontariffs and taxation, respectively. ‘Thus, the prin-

ciple of non-discrimination is fully realised in fiscal matters in EU law,
while allowing for more flexibility in WTO law. This is a notable difference in assessing multilayered governance.

* For determining whether two products are in competition pursuant to Article
110(2)
TFEU,see Case C-170/78, Commission v. United Kingdom (British Wine and Beer}
[1980}
ECR 417; Case C-167/05, Commission v. Sweden (Swedish Wine and Beer) [2008]
ECR
2127.

° Forthe principle of‘fiscal autonomy’or‘fiscal sovereignty’ in EU law,see Case 243/84,
Johnnie Walker {1986] ECR 875; Barnard, The Substantive Law ofthe EU, pp. 52-3.
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4.2 Non-tariffmeasures and regulations
Non-tariff barriers include all other measures.It is a wide field, compris-

ing technical product standards and norms, sanitary and phytosanitary

regulations, as well as rules pertaining to different policy areas, such as
environment, health,culture, labour and the regulation of related markets. In WTO law these measuresare partly addressed by special sideagreements, in particular the TBT Agreement and the SPS Agreement.”
4.2.1

Product-related discrimination

Under WTO law,the general rule prohibiting discriminatory non-tariff
barriers is Article III:4 GATT. Governmental measures must not accord

to imported products treatmentless favourable than they accord to like
domestic products in respectofall laws, regulations and requirements
affecting the marketing of these products. The like product analysisis,
again, of critical importance. While WTO jurisprudencerejected reliance upon aims andeffect, product differentiation in the context of
health-related consumer preferences opened new marginsofdifferentiation among competing products.” In addition, Article XX GATT can
be invoked to justify unequal treatment of domestic products and competing imports to the extent that the necessity test, or the requirement
of relatedness, as well as the conditions of the chapeau are met.® Special

rules exist in regard to import licensing. The operation of tariff quotas
raises the difficult question of equal treatment and non-discrimination.
él

Unsurprisingly, some of the most high-profile disputes adjudicated by panels and the
Appellate Body so far have arisen under these agreements; see EC —- Measures Concerning
Meat and Meat Products (Hormones), Appellate Body Report, adopted on 13 February
1998 (WT/26/AB/R, WT/DS48/AB/R); EC - Measures Affecting Asbestos and AsbestosContaining Products, Appellate Body Report, adopted on 5 April 2001 (WT/DS135/
AB/R); EC- Measures Affecting the Approval and Marketing ofBiotech Products, adopted
on 2 November 2006 (WT/DS291/R, WT/DS292/R, WT/DS293/R).
EC - Measures Affecting Asbestos and Asbestos-Containing Products, Appellate Body
Report, adopted on 5 April 2001 (WT/DS135/AB/R); Brazil - Measures Affecting Imports
ofRetreaded Tyres, Appellate Body Report, adopted on 17 December 2007 (WT/DS332/
AB/R); for the concept of likeness in WTOlaw,see the references cited above in note 35;
for the rejection ofthe ‘aims-and-effect’ test, see above note 56.
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United States - Standards for Reformulated and Conventional Gasoline, Appellate Body
Report, adopted on 20 May 1996 (WT/DS2/AB/R); United States ~ Measures Affecting the
Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting Services, Appellate Body Report, adopted
20 April 2005 (WT/DS285/AB/R); United States - Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp
and Shrimp Products, Appellate Body Report, adopted on 6 November 1998 (WT/DS58/
AB/R).
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Article XIII GATT prescribes the application of MEN treatmentin the

operation of trade barriers and requires Membersto allocate quotastak-

ing into accountlegitimate expectations that are often based upon past

performance. The Agreement on Import Licensing Proceduresentails a
number of non-exhaustive criteria Members need to take into account

in allocating quotas. Transparent procedures and criteria are intended to

secure fair and equal marketaccess for newcomers too. While recognising unequal treatment, they seek to avoid rent-seeking discrimination.
Overall, WTO law offers a reasonably flexible system that, in practical terms, is close to relying upon the prevention and removalofprotectionist, rent-seeking effects while leaving governments ample leeway
to regulate different policy areas. With respect to key public interests, in

particular public morals and public health, the necessity test is of para-

mount importance. Panels and the Appellate Body engagein the process
of weighing and balancingthe pros and cons of an imposed regulation.
Claimants are called uponto suggest primafacieless intrusive alternative
solutions which defendants are required to rebut in defence of the measure challenged. The Appellate Body clearly stated,in the contextofArticle

XIV(a) GATS (public morals), that WTO Membersare not required to

adopt the least trade-restrictive measure in order to pursue legitimate

objectivesif the least restrictive measure wouldnotsufficiently contribute

to accomplishing that objectiveor if it is not reasonably available to the

Member concerned.™ At the same time, the Appellate Body stressed, in

the context of Article XX(b) GATT (public health), that a trade-restric-

tive measure’s ‘contribution to the achievement of the objective must be

material, not merely marginalor insignificant, especially if the measure
at issue is as traderestrictive as an import ban’.®In essence, the necessity test boils down to examining whether the trade-restrictive measure
at issue meets the proportionality test (yet without saying so), including

the criteria of the aptitude of the measure to achieve the goal set, and the
properrelationship of end and means which cannotbereplacedin less
intrusive manner.

** United States - Measures Affecting the Cross-Border Supply of Gambling and Betting

Services, Appellate Body Report, adopted 20 April 2005 (WT/DS$285/AB/R); P. Delimatsis,
‘Determining the Necessity of Domestic Regulations in Services: The Best is Yet to
Come’, European Journal of International Law, 19 (2008), 365-408; Zdouc and Oesch,
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“The Jurisprudence of WTO Dispute Resolution (2004/2005), 648.
Brazil - Measures Affecting Imports ofRetreaded Tyres, Appellate Body Report, adopted

on 17 December 2007 (WT/DS332/AB/R), para. 210.
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With respectto trade in goods, EU law basically follows the precepts
expounded in Articles III and XX GATT,which inspired the drafting
of Articles 34 and 36 TFEU. Measures having equivalenteffect are very

broadly defined, encompassingall direct, indirect, actual and potential trade restrictions, while non-discriminatory measures affect-

ing conditions of sale as opposed to product standards are no longer
considered to amount to measures falling under the ambitof Article 34
TFEU.”To the extent, however, that conditions of sale amountto direct
or indirect discrimination againstforeign sales, the provision applies,
and restrictions need to be justified, either under explicit restrictions

pursuant to Article 36 TFEU or under implied restrictions in accordance with the ‘compelling interest test’.°* The categorical exclusion of
conditions of sale has been reduced by a liberal reading ofindirect discriminatory effects.” Today,it is being further reduced bytherise of
internet commerce, Localsale conditions tend to discriminate against

foreign internet companies and thusneed to be justified accordingly.”
Non-discrimination, again, is at the heart of defining unlawful trade
barriers in EU law.
Conceptually, free movement of goods in EU law entails not only
non-discrimination but also an inherent prohibition of excessive restriction.” A measure maybe excessively intrusive on a non-discriminatory
basis. Proportionality of the measureis then legally assessed within the
frameworkof explicit or implicit justifications. The ‘compelling interest
test’, as first developed in Cassis de Dijon,” not only goes beyond nondiscrimination, but also requires adopting the least restrictive measure
within Article 34 TFEU.Todaythis principle is a general requirement for
restrictions ofall freedomsalike.’ Moreover, the goal ofthe measure may
be undulyrestrictive in itself and lead to the negation of free movement

°° Case 8/74, Dassonville [1974] ECR 837.

* Joined cases C-267/91 and C-268/91, Keck [1993] ECR 1-609.

* Fortypical constellations in whichselling arrangements mayresult in indirect discrimination, see Barnard, The Substantive Law ofthe EU, pp. 130-44; the ‘compellinginterest

test’ was developed in EJC C-120/78, Rewe-Zentral AGv. Bundesmonopolverwaltung fiir
Branntwein [1979] ECR 649(Cassis de Dijon).
®° Case C-405/98, Gourmet [2001] ECRI-1795,

” Case C-108/09, Ker-Optika, judgment of 2 December2010, not yet published.
71
See also Chapter7 of this book on non-discriminatory restrictions on trade.
72
Case C-120/78, Rewe-Zentral AG v. Bundesmonopolverwaltungfiir Branntwein [1979]
ECR 649,

” See Case C-55/94, Gebhard [1995] ECRI-4165,
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of goodsor any other freedom.” Unlike WTO law, the four freedomsin
EU law assumefunctions of fundamentalrights (without beingpart of
the Charteritself). Today the methodologyto assess restrictions of the
four freedomsfollows the logic of restricting individualrights, requiring
compelling interests and proportionality to impose domestic measures to

this effect.
In conclusion, product standards are dealt with in comparable terms

in WTO law and EU law as both legal spheres explicitly or implicitly
operate for the most part undera necessity test which needs to be met in

orderto justify restrictions and discriminatory regulations. Still, a closer

look reveals notable differences. EU law is morestrongly influenced by
constitutional law. Excessive product regulation is directly assessed as a

violation of free movementof goodsirrespective of direct or indirect discrimination. WTO law, however, requires examining the necessity ofa
measure only to the extent that a violation of GATT,in particular Articles
III or XI,exists.
4.2.2

Discrimination based on processes
and production methods

Regulation affecting products does not onlydefine product standards;it
may equally address ways and meansofproduction. Processes and pro-

duction methods mayaffect the quality of a product, but they may also
be of a completely independent nature, for example in terms of defining
energy or labour sources to be usedin the process of production. PPMs
are of increasing importance in linking trade and otherpolicy areas, in

particular humanrights and the environment.Effective policies require
these factors to be taken into account. At the same time, PPMsineffect
result in the extraterritorial reach of domestic production standards, as
foreign producers are required to comply with the normsof the country of importin order to obtain import clearances for their products. To

the extent that PPMsaffect the quality of the product, they essentially
amountto a product standard and can be dealt with in accordance with
the principles set out above. Where no such material linkage exists, for

example in the case that specific energy inputs are required, the matter is highly controversial.”* On the one hand, it is argued that PPMs do

See Case 205/84, Versicherungen [1986] ECR 3755; Case 107/63, Klopp [1984] ECR 2971;
Case C-212/97, Centros [1999] ECR I-1459; Case C-208/00, Uberseering [2002] ECR

]-9919,

* On thelegality of PPMs under WTO/GATT law, see e.g. S. Charnovitz, ‘The Law of
Environmental “PPMs”in the WTO: Debunking the Myth ofIllegality’, Yale Law Journal,
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not affect the likeness of products, and the products therefore need to be
treated similarly, in accordance with theprinciple of non-discrimination.
GATTpanels ruled to this effect.”° Indeed, PPMstend to increase market

access barriers and will often be detrimentalto developing countries that
do not havestate-of-the-art production methodsat their disposal. On the
other hand,it is argued that Article III GATT doesnotoffer a textualbasis
upon which to exclude PPM-based distinctions, Ways and means of making a product, and the circumstances surroundingit, are as important in

defining the quality and natureof the productasits physical properties,

Consumertastes and habits — the mostrelevantfactorin defininglikeness
after physical properties - often depend uponthe context of production.

While the issue is pending (with respect to likeness), PPMs can bejustified in terms of exceptions. Thus,specific fishing methods supporting

conservation may be imposed onthebasis of Article XX(g) GATT as a

condition of importation of the productitself (as long as theyalso fulfil the demanding requirements of the chapeau of Article XX GATT)”

PPMsadoptedin the contextof climate change mitigation, for example
feed-in tariffs, are therefore not excluded under GATTeven though PPMs
cannotserve as a foundation for discriminatory treatment underArticle

II GATT. The problem remains unresolved for restrictions imposed with
respect to labour standards and humanrights. Article XX GATT doesnot
offer (with the exception of prison labour) appropriate groundsforlawful
discrimination.

The problem of PPMsis equally present in EU law.It is interesting to

observe that the CJ adopteda liberal view and allowed MemberStatesto

treat goods differently on the basis of their PPMsto a larger extent than
is the case under WTOlaw. The CJ recognised the legitimacy of PPMbased restrictions in a series of cases, with respect to both restrictions
on the free movementof goods and discriminatory taxation. In 1981 it
27 (2002), 59-110; R. Howse and D. Regan, “The Product/Process Distinction - An

Illusory Basis for Disciplining “Unilateralism”in Trade Policy’, Journal of International

Economic Law, 11 (2000), 249-89; R. E. Hudec, ‘The Product-Process Doctrine in
GATT/WTOJurisprudence’, in M. Bronckers and R. Quick (eds.), New Directions in

International Economic Law, Essays in Honor ofJ. H. Jackson (The Hague: Kluwer Law
International, 2000), pp. 187-217; L. Bartels, ‘Article XX of GATT and the Problem of

76

Extraterritorial Jurisdiction, The Case of Trade Measuresfor the Protection of Human
Rights’, Journal of World Trade, 36 (2002), 353-403.

US - Restrictions on Imports of Tuna (Tuna I), Panel Report, not adopted (DS21/R, BISD

398/27 1993),

United States - Import Prohibition of Certain Shrimp and Shrimp Products, Appellate
Body Report, adopted on 6 November 1998 (WT/DS58/AB/R).
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acknowledged the consistency of PPM-based tax differentiation with
Article 101 TFEU in a case concerningindustrial alcohol, which could be

produced naturally or synthetically (the former being environmentally
preferable), as follows:
Community law doesnotrestrict the freedom of each memberstate to lay
downtax arrangements whichdifferentiate between certain products on

the basis of objective criteria, such as the nature of the raw materials used
or the production processes employed. Such differentiation is compatible
with communitylawif it pursues economic policy objectives which are
themselves compatible with the requirements of the treaty andits sec-

ondarylaw andif the detailed rules are such as to avoid any form of dis-

crimination,direct or indirect, in regard to imports from other member
states or any form of protection of competing domestic products.”

Subsequently, the CJ consistently confirmed the legality of PPMs,if the
differentiation pursues a legitimate policy objective and does notresult,
directly or indirectly, in discriminatory effects to the detrimentof foreign competitors.’”” Most cases dealt with measures aimedat the protection of the environment. A prominent example is provided by the CJ in

PreussenElektra, concerning a national law requiringelectricity supply

undertakings to purchase all of the renewable electricity produced within

their area of supply at minimum prices higher than the real economic
value of that type of electricity.*° The CJ emphasised the importance and

weight of the public interest involved, that is protecting the environment, and noted that the use of renewable energy sources ‘contributes to
the reduction in emissions of greenhouse gases which are amongst the
main causes of climate change which the European Communityandits

Member States have pledged to combat’.*! Moreover, the CJ hinted, ina
8 Case 140/79, Chemical Farmaceutici SpA v. DAF SpA [1981] ECR 1, para. 14; the Court

made reference to a series of earlier cases: Case 127/75, Bobie [1976] ECR 1079; Case
148/77, Hansen [1978] ECR 1787; Case 21/79, Commission v. Italy [1980] ECR 1.

” See Case 6/81, Beele [1982] ECR 707; Case C-213/96, Outokumpu Oy [1998] ECR I-1777;

Case C-221/06, Stadtgemeinde Frohnileiten (2007] ECR I-9643; for an overviewofthepertinent case law, see G. Davies, ‘Process and Production Method-Based Trade Restrictions

in the EU’, in C. Barnard (ed.), Cambridge Yearbook ofEuropean Legal Studies 2007-2008
(Oxford: Hart Publishing, 2008), pp. 69-97.

*° Case C-379/98, PreussenElektra [2001] ECR 1-2099; for a critical account of this judg-

ment, see G. V. Calster, ‘Procurement and the World Trade Organization: Purchase

Poweror Pester Power?’, in T. Cottier, O. Nartova and S. Z. Bigdeli (eds.), International
Trade Regulation and the Mitigation of Climate Change (Cambridge University Press,

2009), pp. 351-68 at pp. 362-4, arguing that the CJ did not apply an appropriate propor-

tionality test.
"Case C-379/98, PreussenElektra [2001] ECR 1-2099,para. 73.
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case concerning mandatory labelling of genetically modified organ
isms,
that the goal of informing consumers about the means ofproduction
- or,
put differently, public morals - can provide a legitimate reaso
n for distinguishing between products that are physically alike.Lastly,
PPMs

may play a prominentrole in public procurement. The relev
ant Directive
2004/18/EC is silent on the matter. Although it mentions
that environ-

mental considerations maybe taken into account,it is not clear
whether
they may include considerations relating to the manufacturin
g process.*

According to Article 53(1)(a) of the Directive, the
award criteria must

be ‘linked to the subject-matter of the contract’, including,
for example,

‘environmental characteristics’. The CJ’s case law seems
to indicate that

PPMs can indeed berelevantin public procurement.*4

Such findings may seem paradoxical. It would seem that
the internal

market should adopt a more stringentattitude to PPMs in
order to avoid
trade restrictions and market segregation. Instead, more
stringent rules
apply in WTO law where PPMs are controversial and
admitted under
exceptional circumstances only, in particular for envi
ronmental purposes. We discuss this paradox further in the conclusion
s.

4.3

Monopolies and state trading

WTO law and GATT in particular are often conceive
d as primetools for
promotingprivatisation andtradeliberalisation. Whil
e the characterisation of progressive liberalisation is appropriate (but
does not include an
inappropriate characterisation ofprivatisation andfr
ee trade), WTO law
is more than that. Essentially,it is about internationa
l trade regulation,
seeking a proper balance between diverging policy
goals and interests.
This is particularly true for those agreements that
address trade remedies, technical barriers to trade, sanitary and phyt
osanitary measures,
agricultural subsidies and intellectual propertyrights
. These agreements

essentially offer a framework within which national rules
in these different areas are obliged to operate under international law
in a transpar-

ent manner. The regulatory nature of GATT is part
icularly evident in
0

* Case C-132/03, Federconsumatori [2005] ECR I-4167
: this case, however, concerned an
EU regula

tion. It did not turn ona trade restrictive measure impos

ed by a MemberStat

oe

e;
see Davies, ‘Process and Production Method-Based
Trade Restrictions in the EU’.
> Directive 2004/18/EC on the Coordination of Proce
dures for the Award of Public Works
Contracts, Public Supply Contracts and Public Servi
ce Contracts; Davies, ‘Process and
Production Method-Based Trade Restrictions in
the EU’,
*4 Davies, ‘Process and Production Method-Based
Trade Restrictions in the EU’.
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framing rights and obligations on a non-discriminatory basis, seeking

to limit discriminatory effects on foreign products and economic opera-

tors. Yet it is equally true for monopolies andstate trading. Article XVII
GATT recognises the possible existence ofstate trading enterprises that
operate under monopoly rights. Legal and de facto monopolies by definition entail discrimination and the exclusion of competitors. At the

same time, the provision requires these companies to operate in a man-

ner consistent with the principle of non-discrimination as prescribed by
GATT. Companiesare required to purchase and sell on commercial
terms. Yet state trading, monopolies and non-discrimination are inher-

ently mutually exclusive. The law has remained unclear, and no pertinent

case law has yet emerged in thefield.’* Comparable requirements lim-

iting discriminatory effects of monopolies equally exist in Article VIII
GATS. Companiesare required to operate within the bounds of commit-

ments madeforthe sector. Discriminatory practices, however, are inherent, and obligations to avoid abuse of a monopolist position are limited
to areas outside the scope of the monopoly rights. This provision, com-

pared to Article XVII GATT,seems to support such a reading and thus
implicitly recognises the inherent limitations to competition. The GATS

side-agreement on telecommunication, requiring Membersto leave legal
monopolies of operators behind, establishes first and foremost obliga-

tions on competition law in the reference paper.?? Members are under an

obligation to secure market access by competitors and to curb de facto
monopolies and discriminatory practices of established and oftenstateowned telecommunication companies. Experience has shownthat the

implementation of these provisions is met with considerable resistance

from operators controlling physical networks.
Moreover, exclusive rights are paramountin the TRIPS Agreement,
establishing minimal standardsofintellectual property rights in allrelevant formsof protection. Exclusive rights are importantfor distinguishing products on the market andfor securing a return on investment,

8 See T. Cottier and P. C. Mavroidis (eds.), State Trading in the Twenty-First Century
(Ann

Arbor: The University of Michigan Press, 1998).
*° For a rare dispute under Article XVII GATT, see Canada - Measures Relating
to

Exports of Wheat and Treatment of Import Grain, Appellate Body Report,
adopted on
27 September 2004 (WT/DS276/AB/R); Zdouc and Oesch, ‘The Jurisprudence of
WTO
Dispute Resolution (2004/2005)’, pp. 644-6.
87 B, Mathew, The WTO Agreements on Telecommunications (Bern: Peter Lang,
2003);

T. F. Fischer, Die Entbiindelung der letzten Meile in der Schweiz im Lichte des GATS (Bern:

Peter Lang, 2004).
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They are, however, inherently discriminatory andoften allo
w the Operation of trade barriers. The TRIPS Agreement seeks to bala
nce these
effects by allowing fair use exemptions and compulsory licen
sing.** It
also reserves the right to exclude abuses of rights by meansofa
nti-trust

rules.
State trading and monopolies are equally recognis
ed in EU law.
Article 106 TFEU is modelled upon GATT rules. It
subjects monop-

olies on goods andservices to the disciplines of non-discrimi
nation and
competition law, including disciplines on subsidies (Articles
101 to 109

TFEU). These rules apply to the extent that the objec
tives and tasks of
the monopoly allow, and require the grant of exclu
sive rights. The CJ

essentially squares legitimate objectives of monopolies and
examinesto

what extent exclusive rights and their operation are nece
ssary to achieve
them. In effect, non-discrimination is reduced by appl
ying a proportion-

ality test. The jurisprudenceofthe CJ may well inform futur

elitigation

within the WTO.
EU law equally protects exclusive rights in thefield ofint
ellectual prop-

erty. While recognising suchrights since the outset, rules on
free movement
of goods and services reduced the scope of domestic rights,
in particular in
terms of exhaustion. The doctrine of regional exhaustion,in
troduced by the

C) andcodified in harmonisation, reduces discrimina
tion and opens markets for parallel trade, subject to special conditions
in strongly regulated

markets.” The abuse ofdominantpositions may induce the

granting ofcom-

pulsory licensing»! Morerecent developments show
the advent of EU-wide

systems of protection in trade marks, designs and geogr
aphical indica-

tions, while an EU-widepatentis still pending due to
language problems,

These systemseliminate discrimination within the Union

,but have partly

established new barriers and discrimination in relation
to third countries.
*® See Canada - Patent Protection of Pharmaceutical
Products, Appellate Body Report,
adopted 7
April 2000 (WT/DS114/AB/R), concerning Artic
le 30 TRIPS

Agreement;
Ministerial Conference, Doha Declaration on the TRIP
S Agreement and Public Health,
adopted on 14 November2001 (WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2); Gener
al Council, Amendment of
the TRIPS Agreement. Decision of the General Council
of 6 December 2005 (WT/L/641);
F. Abbott, T.

Cottier and F. Gurry, International Intellectual Prope
rty in an Integrated
World Economy (Austin: Wolters Kluwer, 2007); van
den Bossche, The Law and Policy of
the World

Trade Organization, pp. 786-92.

* Case C-320/91, Corbeau [1993] ECR 1-2533; Case
C-475/99, Ambulanz Gléckner [2001]
ECR I-8089; see also Case C-179/90, Porto di Genov
a [1991] ECR 1-5889.

*° Joined cases 56/64 and 58/64, Grundig v. Consten [1966]
ECR 322; joined cases C-468/06

to C-478/06, GlaxoSmithKline [2008] ECR I-7139
.,
*! Joined cases C-241/91 and C-242/91, Magill [1995]
ECR 1995 1-743.
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A regulation submitting the protection of geographicalindications within
the EU toreciprocal protection abroad was held inconsistent with the pro-

hibition of indirect discrimination under Article 3 TRIPS Agreement.”
5

Conclusions

The principle of non-discrimination provides the backbone of both
WTOlaw and EUlaw. Bothlayers of governmentestablishstrict checks

on discriminatory practices that the political economyandpolitical

system of subsequent layers of governance may produce. Both rec-

ognise the equivalence of direct (de jure) and indirect (de facto) dis-

crimination, of direct and indirect restrictions. Both agree to look at
the practical impact of regulations, and ignore considerations limited
to formalaspects. In so doing, they strongly share a common philoso-

phy. Non-discrimination thus offers a common core and securesoverall

coherence amongthe two systems both dedicated to open markets and
competition, It is a mainstay of multilayered governance andvertical
checks and balances. Equal conditions of competition and opportunity

inform specific rules in the WTO andthe EU.In part,these rules share
commonalities. In part, they show importantdifferences in their terms
of operation and scope.
Largely parallel functions of non-discrimination are assumed in

rendering the principle of equality operational by definingin law permissible and non-permissible justifications of discrimination. Barring
discrimination based onorigin or nationality of products and persons,
respectively, is a cornerstone, offsetting nationalist policies and rentseeking protectionism. Either implicitly or explicitly, justifications

allowing for discrimination largely overlap, with key public interests
and policies at their heart. EU law, however, goes beyond non-discrim-

ination in goods and services. Non-discrimination based upon gender,
beliefs or religion imports a principle of non-discrimination founded
in constitutional law and humanrights, The Charter of Fundamental
Rights gives them a proper standing on their own. The sameis true

for the European Citizenship.It is at this point that the TEU and the

TFEU,in substance, turn to a constitutional mode, leaving treaty relations aimedat creating a single market behind. While the WTO so far
” EC - Protection of Trademarks and Geographical Indications for Agricultural Products
and Foodstuffs, Panel Report, adopted on 20 April 2005 (WT/DS290/R).
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has remaineda functional organisation with specific and trade-related
tasks, the EU, in terms of regional governance, adopts a much wider
range of tasks and objectives, which, in turn, also influence the operation and interpretation of trade-related provisions of the TEEU. These

two different modes mayalso explain differences between WTO
law

and EU law regarding non-discrimination.
In many ways, differentlevels of integration translate into a different

operation of non-discrimination. While WTOlaw allows for discr
imin-

ation based upontariffs, EU law prohibits such discrimination witho
ut
allowing for exemptions. Non-discriminationis equally rigid in terms
of

taxation andfees, excluding the operation of exceptions otherwise avail-

able in WTOlaw. The analysis of likeness of products and of compe
ting products is comparable,but discrimination maybe justified in WTO
law. ‘This is not the case under EUlaw.
‘The treatment of non-tariff barriers shows important conceptual diffe

r-

ences because in EU law they are governed by free movement of goods and

services and thusare notlimited to non-discrimination, The four
freedoms
entail an inherent prohibition of excessive measures that does
not exist

in WTOlaw. The concept oftrading rights is so far alien to WTO
law,
with the exception of such rights being explicitly inscribed in Proto
cols
of Accession.* Even though indirect non-discrimination is uniformly

applied to domestic andforeign products alike, restrictive measu
res are
subject to the requirements of proportionality in EU law, The
European

doctrine, strongly influenced bytraditions of German administrative

law,

requires both aptitude and a proper relationship of end and
means. These

Tequirements are mainly applied within the analysis of the freedomitse

They maybe assessed in terms ofexplicit exceptions, but the requi

lf.

rements

of compelling reasons and proportionality have becomeinherent to
the
freedoms themselves. In WTOlaw,on the other hand, elements ofpr
oportionality can be found in assessing the necessity requirementin
applying

exceptions to the principle of non-discrimination or otherrestri
ctions to

trade. The proportionality test has essentially found its way into
Article
XX GATT, yet without explicitly being mentioned by panels
and the

Appellate Body.It is unclear to what extent non-discrimination
amounts,
* See e.g. China’s Protocol of Accession, Decision of the Minist
erial Conference of 10
November 2001 (WT/L/432); China - Measures Affecting Trading Rights
and Distribution
Services for Certain Publications and Audiovisual Entertainmen
t Products, Appellate
Body Report, adopted on 19 January 2010 (W'T/DS363/AB/R).
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in practical terms, to the granting of de facto trading rights comparable to

free movement of goods and services in EU law. Comparative structures

exist in terms of monopoly rights and the inherent discrimination that

accompanies them. The case law of the C] will assist in assessing monopoly
rights in WTO law. Again, proportionality will be key in finding an appropriate balance of competing policy goals.

Interestingly, WTO law and EU law produce divergent results, mainly
in the field of PPMs. While WTO law remainsrestrictive and seems
to depend upon the justification by exceptions, PPMs havetradition-

ally been recognised within the fundamental freedoms in the EU. In
trade among themselves, EU Member States therefore enjoy greaterlee-

way in productdifferentiation based upon external factors than WTO
Members(including EU Member States vis-a-vis those outside the EU)

are entitled to. These findings are counterintuitive. It would seem that
greater leewayis available on the global level than in regional (or domes-

tic) law. A possible explanation is that the EU todayis functionally less
limited to trade regulation than the WTO.It recognises a broader range
of policy goals, including human rights. This in return requires that
goals of trade liberalisation, market access and equal opportunities are

shared with partially competing interests which adjudication needs
to take into account. In the end, it would seem that the recognition of
PPMsreflects the constitutional structure of the EU treaties. Also, the
EU offers broad supportto its Member States in termsofsocial and economic development, including transfer of technology and know-how,
which allows them to adapt morereadily than appearsto be possible for
countries within the WTO withits rudimentary structures and support
for trade promotion and transfer of technology. Moreover, PPMs may

be harmonised within the EU to the extent that trade barriers cannot
be removed by equivalence or mutual recognition. Given the increasing
importance of PPMs, appropriate lessons may be drawn for the WTO.
Recognition of PPMs will depend upon appropriatelevels of support for

those affected by the imposition of PPM-based measures. Transfer of
technology will be of paramount importance in securing recognition
of PPM-based measuresin, for example, the pursuit of human rights or

environmental policies in the context of climate change. The WTO,in

other words, will need to develop its policies on non-discrimination in
line with the recognition of broader policy goals in the context of the

ongoing ‘trade and’ debates.

In conclusion, inherent functional differences will remain between

the WTO and the EU in implementing the shared philosophy of
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non-discrimination. They are based upon the broader scope and con-

stitutional framework of the EU, which doesnot exist in the WTO despite efforts at constitutionalisation. These differences need recognition
and partly explain divergent policies and rules on non-discrimination.
Yet global regulatory needs show that the WTO will need to expandto

recognise a wider range of legitimate policy goals. In so doing, it will

movecloser to the matrix defining non-discrimination at the regional
level of the EU. Stronger emphasis on compelling interests and proportionality offers a bridge to overcome someof the divergence, contributing to the overall coherence of multilayered governance.

